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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that a linear second order parabolic equation with bounded 
Holder continuous coefficients possesses a fundamental solution. This 
fundamental solution can be constructed by the parametrix method and its 
properties are similar to those of the fundamental solution of the equation 
of heat conduction. One important consequence of the existence of a funda- 
mental solution is that it gives an explicit formula for solutions of the Cauchy 
problem. Detailed descriptions of this theory, as well as further references, 
can be found in the survey article of Il’in, Kalashnikov, and Oleinik [I], 
and in the books of &del’man [2] and Friedman [3]. In this paper we consider 
linear second order parabolic equations with smooth but unbounded coef- 
ficients. We prove the existence of a fundamental solution and solve the 
Cauchy problem for suitable unbounded data. 
Let x = (xi, **., x,) E Em. For (x, t) E S = En x (0, T] consider the 
second order linear differential operator 
Lu = a,&, t)u,if + a&J, t)u,i + a(x, t)u - U,t. 
Here and throughout this paper we use the notation u,~ = au/&, , 
U .t - - &/at, etc. and employ the convention of summation over repeated 
Latin indices. We assume that L is uniformly parabolic, i.e., 
aij(x, t) Eitj > v 1 5 I2 in 3 = En x [0, T] for all 6 E En. Krzyianski and 
Szybiak [6] proved the existence of a fundamental solution of Lu = 0 
assuming that aij = O(l), ai = O(1) and a = O(l x 1”) for large 1 x 1 . 
Krzyianski [4] later generalized this result by eliminating the lower bound 
on a. fiidel’man [.5] ( see also [2]) proved the existence of a fundamental 
solution of Lu = 0 in case a,$, aii,ol, aij,+, = O(l), a,,~~,~ = O(] x I), and 
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u = O(l x 12). In this paper we consider uniformly parabolic operators of the 
form 




a,j = O(l X 12-‘), aii.6 7 % Y bj = O(l X I), 
C + Uj,j , C - bj,j < const (1 X I2 + 1)A’2 
for some h E [0,2]. Thus our results extend those of [5], and supplement 
those of [4] and [6]. S. It8 [7] 1 a so considers parabolic equations with un- 
bounded coefficients. He writes his operators in a form which reduces to 
(1.1) in case det (a,j) = 1 and bj = 0. Ito makes no assumptions on the aii 
and aj other than local smoothness and local parabolicity. On the other hand 
he assumes c is bounded above. Thus he is able to deal with operators such as 
Lu 3 (e-2zlu,1),l + (e-2zlx221,2),1 + (e-2Sx2u,,),2 
but not with 
+ ({e-2”lx2 + e29 u.2).2 - u,t 
Lu = Au + (I x I2 + 1) u - u,~. 
In [5] and [6] the fundamental solution is constructed by means of the 
parametrix method. Such a construction automatically yields very good 
estimates for the fundamental solution [5], [6] an d even for its derivatives [.Yj. 
For the case h < 2 we are unable to carry through a parametrix construction. 
Thus, although our method gives an existence theorem which extends the 
results cited above, we do not obtain comparable bounds. However, we do 
obtain enough information to permit us to solve the Cauchy problem for 
data which is O(ea@lA) for large I x I . Bodanko [S] has proved existence and 
uniqueness of solutions of the Cauchy problem for a class of equations which 
includes those treated here. For the class of equations which we consider 
our results supplement Bodanko’s by providing a fundamental solution and 
a representation formula for the solution of the Cauchy problem. Our methods 
are independent of those employed by Bodanko. 
Our construction of the fundamental solution of Lu = 0 is basically quite 
simple. We first transform the problem by introducing a new dependent 
variable. The object of this transformation is to obtain a new differential 
operator of the form (1.1) but with c < 0. We construct the fundamental 
solution for the transformed operator by considering the Green’s functions 
‘for the expanding sequence of space-time cylinders (1 x I < m) x (0, T]. 
This is, of course, a standard device (cf. [4], [7]). The main problem is to 
bound the sequence of Green’s function. This we do by extending a method 
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first used by Nash [9] to bound the fundamental solution of 
(W.i>.i - U,t = 0. Since the sequence of Green’s functions is nondecreasing 
and bounded above there is a limit function. Using the Schauder theory for 
parabolic equations [.?I, we show easily that the limit function is a solution of 
the differential equation. Finally, we show that it is in fact a fundamental 
solution. This is carried out in Section 2. In Section 3, we use the fundamental 
solution to solve the Cauchy problem. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION 
Let x=(x~;~~,x,)E~??, S = En x (0, T] and 3 = En x [0, T] for 
some fixed T > 0. We consider the differential operator 
2U ZS U,, - {aij(X, t) U,i + LZ.j(X, t) U},j - bj(X, t) U,j - C(X, t) U 
on S, where aii = aii . We assume that aij , aif,j , aj , a,,j , bj , bj,j and c are 
Holder continuous on every compact subset of 3. We further assume that 
there exist constants v, R, , k, , k, > 0 and X E [0,2] such that 
and 
v I 5 I2 < aij(x, t, 5i5j f &(I x 1’ + 1)‘2-A”2 I5 I’, 
I aij.j(x, t) I , I 4x7 t) I , I bj(x, t) I < &(I x I2 + 1)1’2, 
(2-l) 
(2.2) 
4x, t) + q.j(x, t), c(x, t) - bj.j(X, t) d &(I x I2 + 1)A’2 (2.3) 
for all (x, t) ES and [ E En. We shall refer to these assumptions collectively 
as (H). 
A function r(x, t; f, T) defined for x, 5 E En and 0 < T < t < T is said 
to be a fundamental solution of OEPU = 0 if it has the following two properties. 
Considered as a function of (x, t) for each fixed (E, T) E E* x [0, T), the 
derivatives of r which appear in P’ exist, are continuous and satisfy P’r = 0 
in En x (7, T]. If h = h( x is a continuous function with compact support ) 
in En then 
(5 t,% 7+) . + 0’ s E” Q, t; f, 4 h(5) d5=4q,). 
For arbitrary 01 > 0 we defines 
log (I x I2 + 1) 
1 -,l3t if x=0 
‘Ed% 4 = 
(a + /3t) (I x I2 + 1)A’2 if X E (0,2] 
2 A better choice if g, for X = 0 is given in a note added in proof at the end of 
this paper. 
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for (x, t) ES, E ZP x [0, TJ, where ,8 = /?(a) > 0 and T, > 0 will be 
specified later. Set 
for (2, t) E S, . Then 
u,(x, t) = e-g=(z.t) U(x, t) 
where 
PU = e*a{u,,, - (UijU,,i),j - up,,, - PUD} 5s eGL94 
and 
aj” = a3 + bj + 2a,jg,,i 
Ca = c + a3.5 f aiG,ig~,j f (a3 -I- b3)ga.j f a,3.3ga,i + ai3gm.u - &,t- 
It is clear that 9U = 0 on S, if and only ifL%, = 0. Moreover, if y,(x, 5; 6, T) 
is a fundamental solution of LOU = 0 then 
T(x, t; 5, T) = eG(a*t)-g=(~.T) y&x, t; 5,~) 
is a fundamental solution of 9’lJ = 0. Thus in order to construct a funda- 
mental solution for Y it suffices to construct a fundamental solution for La. 
As we shall see, this greatly simplifies the problem since, by appropriately 
choosing /3(a) and T, , we can control the sign of C(X, t). 
In view of (2.1) (2.2), and (2.3) we have 
cqx, q < K,(I x I2 + 1)1-‘A’2’ I vxga I2 + (2 + n) ka(l x I2 + 1y I vcg,% I
+ &(I X I2 + lP2 + I aijgm.43 I -l?ti,t c @(% t)- 
Suppose first that h = 0. It is easily verified that 
Set 
and 
qx, t) < 4w + 2(n + 2) (2h + k,) a+ A, - g-q- 
B(a) = WP” + 2(n + 2) (24 + h) a + 4 
T, = min (T, 1/2,8(m)). 
Then we have 
cqx, t) < 0 for all (x, t) ES,. 
For h > 0, we find 
(2.4) 
@(x, f) < (I x I2 + 1y2 {W2(a: + BV + (n + 2) qk, + A,) (a +#y + k, -81 
z (I x 12 + 1yQqq. 
Set 
B(4 = 2{W2a2 + h(n + 2) (4 + 4) 01 + &I 
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and take T, = min (T, ?‘=b), where rf, is the positive root of mt) = - fi(o1)/4. 
Then we again have (2.4). Note that, in both cases, T, is a nonincreasing 
function of 01 such that 
lixli T, = 0 and 
Thus, in particular, 
0 < T, < T, 
We shall now prove 
for c4 E (0, co). 
THEOREM I. There exists a fundamental solution y&x, t; 6, T) of LDIU = 0 
dejinedforx, [EE”andO<T<t<T,. This fundamental solution has the 
following properties: 
and 
I E” Y.&T t; E, 4 d5‘ < 1 fm all (x, t> E LP x (7, T,l (2.5) 
0 < yu(x, t; 5, T) < k(t - T)-n’a for all x, 5 E En and 0 < 7 < t < T, 
Here k > 0 is a constant which depends on n and v but which is independent of a. 
Let Z~m={I~I<m}~(O,T,] for m=1,2;**. In each &m the 
coefficients of La are bounded and Holder continuous. Hence the Green’s 
function y,;m(x, t; 6, T) for La in each co;” exists and has the usual properties 
[I], [3]. Let y&x) be a smooth function such that vrn6 = 1 for 1 x 1 < m - 2~, 
‘p ,,,< = 0 for 1 x 1 > m - E and 0 < yme < 1. Consider the boundary value 
problem 
L% = 0 in (1 x 1 < m> x (7% Tal, 
vu(% T)= 6m&) for 1x1 <m, 
v=O on {I x 1 = m> X b, Tkl. 
The solution of this problem is given by 
Since P < 0 it follows from the maximum principle for parabolic equations 
[3] that 0 < v,,(x, t) < 1. Thus, letting E + 0, we obtain 
s kl<m 
ymnz(x, t; E, T) df < 1 for 1 x I < m and 0 < 7 < t < T,. (2.7) 
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The operator adjoint to La is 
where 
Clearly we have ?(x, t) < C=(x, t) < 0 in 3,. As a function of (6, r), 
yolm(x, t; 4, r) is the Green’s function for & in Z=m, [3]. By an argument 
similar to the one employed above we have 
s 1x1 <m ytim(x, t; f,~)dx < 1 for / 4 j <m and 0 <T < t < T,. (2.8) 
Let .$ E En be fixed and let 9(x) be a smooth non-negative compact support 
function such that 5 is in the interior of the support of q%. Consider the func- 
tions 
wh 4 = JlllCl ruj(x, t; 5,~) $(5) 4 
for j = m and m + I, where m is chosen so large that the support of (fr is 
contained in 1 x 1 < m. Clearly L”wj = 0 in ZUm, wj = # for t = r, and 
W *+r 2 0 = w, on 1 x 1 = m. Hence, by the maximum principle, w,,, > w,,, 
in Eon. If we now replace $ by a sequence of non-negative functions which 
approximate the Dirac measure concentrated at f, it follows that yri‘l >, yW” 
in &m. Thus, if we extend the definition of y,n~(x, t; 6, T) by setting y,” = 0 
for 1 x 1 or 1 6 1 2 m, we have 
for all x, 6 E En and 0 < 7 < t < T, . 
(2.9) 
From the properties (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) it follows that the sequence 
{yam} has a finite limit almost everywhere. In order to show that this limit is 
in fact a solution of L% = 0, we shall need more information about (y~;m>. 
For this purpose we now employ an argument which is essentially due to 
Nash [9]. Let (5,~) E En x [0, TJ be fixed and let 
E,“(t) = J,,,,, {~a”+, t; 6 T)>” dx 
for t > 7, where m is such that 1 4 1 < m. Then 
$ E,“(t) = 2 f 
I+1 4111 
ram& dx 
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For t > r we have yam and V,Y,~ are continuous functions of x for ] x ( < m, 
and ~0;” = 0 for ] x ] = m, [Z], [3]. It follows from the divergence theorem 
that 
Now 
c” - $&A = c + Q (%.j - bj,i) f uti~a.i&,j + C”i + 6j)gm.j 
-g,, < cqx, t) < 0 
on 8, . Thus, in view of the left hand side of (2.1), 
$ &x”V) < - 2~ j-, , ~ I Vzya”’ I2 dx. (2.10) 
5 ??I 
Now yarn E WJ (1 x ] < m), ~0;” is continuous for 1 x ( < m, and yp;” = 0 for 
1 x ] = m imply that y,” E II’,‘*” (1 x ] < m) [lo; Theorem 2, p. 1041. Ifweset YLT m = 0 for ] x I > m we have ?/,(m E Wi*2(En). By Nirenberg’s form of 
Sobolev’s inequality [lo; Theorem 4, p. 681. 
s,,, <m (,)’ dx < 0 (s,,, <m I Vzy,“’ I2 dx)n”n+2’ (j- 
lXl<WZ 
yo;” dx)4”n+21, 
where 0 > 0 is a constant which depends only on n. Thus, making use of 
(2.0 
f IXI<T7l 
1 Vzy,“l 12 dx 3 &(1+2/70(~3o;m)l+2h s 4,)1+2h~ 
It follows from (2.10) that 
Finally, if we integrate on (T, t) we obtain 
s ,s, <na {Y,'% t; E, T>Y dx f ($-,"'" (t -T)+'~ for t> 7. (2.11) 
Let (x, t) E S, be fixed and define 
J2w = I,,, <m 
{Y.~“?x, t; 5, T)}” d5 
for 7 < t, where m is such that / x ) < m. Then 
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and, by the divergence theorem 
Since 9 + & a;,, = P - 4 a;,j < col < 0, we have, as above, 
Now integrate on (T, t) to get 
I ,c, <112 (y,;“Yx, t; 6, T)}” df d (g,“‘” (t - .)+I2 for t > 7. (2.12) 
According to the Kolmogorov identity, we have 
for 1 x j , 1 6 1 < m and 0 < 7 < t < T, . Applying Schwa&s inequality 
together with (2.11) and (2.12), we obtain 
yem(x, t; 5, 7) < (g)“‘” (t - T)-n’2 S k(t - .)-n’z. (2.13) 
If we define y-m = 0 for 1 x 1 or j 5 ( > m, (2.13) holds for all x, 5 E En and 
0 < 7 < t < T, . Note that k d epends only on n and Y. In particular, it 
is independent of 01 and m. 
The sequence {y,m(x, t; f, T)}g,1 is monotone nondecreasing and bounded 
above. It therefore has a limit for each (x, t), (6, T) ~3, with t > T; i.e., 
there exists a function y,(x, t; 6, T) such that 
;z Yo;m(x, t; 6~7) = Y&, t; 0 7). 
Moreover, it is clear from (2.7), (2.8) and (2.13) that 
0 < )‘,(X, t; t, T) ,( k(t - T)-n’2 
and 
for all x, .$ E En and 0 Q 7 < t < T, . It remains to be shown that yti is 
a fundamental solution. 
Fix ([, T) E En x [0, TJ and let D be any bounded domain in En x (T, TJ. 
Choose any other bounded domain 9 such that D C .Q C g C En x (7, TJ. 
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For m so large that 1 6 1 < m and a C Zam we have &yoLm = 0 for (x, t) E a 
and ~0;” Q k6-n/2, where 6 is the smallest value of t - 7 for (x, t) E g. By 
the Schauder-Barrar-Friedman interior estimates [3], r,“, yEi , rEij , and 
& are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous in ij. Hence there exists a 
subsequence which, together with its derivatives, converges uniformly to 
f= in D. Clearly Laya = 0 in D. Moreover, since the whole sequence {yO;m} 
converges monotonically to yti , we have fa = yti. Thus Ltirol(x, t; 6, T) = 0 
forx,tEEnandO<r<t<TT,. 
Let Z be any compact set in En. In view of (2.14) 
For any m such that EC (1 5 1 < m}, we have 
In particular, if x0 is in the interior of Z then 
Therefore 
lim 
s (x.t)+(xo.r+) z Y&, t; 5,~) df = 1 
for any x0 in the interior of Z. Moreover, if Z,, and Z, are arbitrary compact 
sets in En such that Z,, C Zr and if x0 is an arbitrary interior point of .Z,, , then 
Indeed, .li+,, = .fz, - .fzo and, by (2.15), the latter two integrals both tend 
to one as (x, t) -+ (x0 , T + ) since x,, is an interior point of both x1 and Co . 
Let h = h(x) be a continuous function with compact support Z C En. 
Consider 
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Suppose first that x,, is an interior point of ,Z According to (2.15), 
h(x) JI -+ 4x0) as (x9 9 -+ (x0, 7 +>. Let zp = (5 I I x0 - 1 I < p} and 
assume x E ZP. Then 
Given E > 0 we can choose p so small that the first term on the right is 
< ~12, since h is continuous and (2.5) holds. Then, according to (2.16), we 
can make the second term < 42 by taking (x, t) sufficiently close to (x0, T). 
Thus Jz + 0 as (x, t) -+ (x0 ,7 +), and we have J(x, t) -+ h(x,). Now suppose 
that x0 is outside 2 or on 8.Z. Write 
Since h(x,) = 0 and h is continuous, Ir can be made arbitrarily small by 
taking p sufficiently small. Let B be a closed ball such that C and ZP are both 
in the interior of B. Then 
and it follows from (2.16) that Is can be made as small as we please by taking 
(x9 t) sufficiently close to (x0, r). Thus J(x, t) + 0 = h(x,) as 
(x, t) -+ (x0 , r +). This completes the proof of Theorem I. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem I is the main result of this section, 
THEOREM II. Let 22’ satisjy (H). Then fur any 01 > 0 a fundamental 
solution of A?lJ = 0 is given by 
T(x, t; 5, T) = eg-(z*t)-%((.T) y&(x, t; 5, T) 
forx,tEEnandO<r<t< T,. 
3. THE CAUCHSY PROBLEM 
Let f =f(x, t) and h = h(x) be given functions defined on s and En 
respectively. We consider the Cauchy problem: 
STJ=f for (x9 t) E s, qx, 0) = h(x) for XEE”. (3-l) 
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A function w = w(x, t) defined on En x [0, Y] will be said to belong to class 
S)(Y) for A E [0,2] if th ere exist constants (Y, K > 0 such that3 
I 
(I x I2 + 1) 
Et? ! w(x’ t, ’ ’ K exp{cu(/ x I2 + 1)+j2} 
for x=0 
for x E (0,2]. 
Bodanko [S] has shown that if f, h E &=A( T) and f is Holder continuous then 
the solution of (3.1) exists. We shall show that the solution can be given in 
terms of the fundamental solution. 
THEOREM III. Let 8 satisfy (H). Suppose that h is continuous on En, f 
is Hiilder continuous on every compact subset of s, and that f, h E gWY”(T). Then 
U(x, t) = j-/(x, t; 5,O) h(5) dt - 1; dT J/(x, t; 5, ~)f(if, 4 df (3.2) 
is a solution of the Cauchy problem (3.1) in S, . Moreover, U E &OLI\(ToL) with 
B = 2or for X = 0 and & = 01 +/3(a) T, for h E (0,2], and U is the only 
solution of (3.1) in d?=,“(Y) for any 01 > 0. 
According to Theorem II, we have 
U(x, t) = eG(z.t) E” y&(x, t; 8, 0) e-‘-(C*O) h de 
- i I t dr Ens&, t; 5,T) e-uJb*r) f df/ (3.3) 0 
for t E (0, TJ. It follows easily from f, h E gaA(T) and (2.5) that 
1 U(x, t) 1 < K(l + T,) e%(r*t) 
in S, . Hence U E &‘-,“(T,). 
Write (3.3) in the form 
u(x, t) = ep,(z.t) NL(X> t) + fL(x, a. 
We shall prove that w, is a solution of 
L=u = 0 for (x, t) E S, , u(x, 0) = e-%(z*0) h(x) for XEE~, 
and that v, is a solution of 
La14 = fe-G for (x9 t) E 8% 2 u(x, 0) = 0 for XEE-. 
Once we have done this it follows immediately that U is a solution of (3.1). 
Finally, the uniqueness assertion is a consequence of a theorem proved by 
Bodanko [S]. 
3 See the note added in proof at the end of the paper. 
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Let 0, = B,(x) be a smooth function such that 8, = 1 for 1 x 1 < R - 2, 
8,=Ofor]x] aR-landO<B,<l.Letx,~EnbefixedandchooseR 
so that 1 x0 1 < R - 2. Write 
w&, t) = [En Y&, t; I, 0) 4~ e-“u(d*o) h dt + s, rol( 1 
= I, + I2 . 
Since BRe-G has compact support in En, 
(Jc lir o+) I1 = e-g=“l(20-o) h(x,). 
1 0, 
On the other hand, in view of (2.5) 
- 0,) e-n. hdg 
’ la I G K sF-{,~, <a+) 3/z df =G AC Il -s,, QR-2 3d: d51 . 
Thus it follows from (2.14) that 
For v, we have 
Hence 
(% t,licy o+) . + 0’ V&G t) = 0. 
Let D be an arbitrary bounded domain such that D C S, . Consider the 
sequence 
wo,m(xl t> = J,,, <m TC+, t; 6 0) 4&3 e-nJP*o) W) d5‘ 
for m so large that D C .ZYtim. Clearly Law,* = 0 in D and 1 wUm I < K in 
E&m. By the interior estimates [3], there is a subsequence {wgmL} which con- 
verges uniformly on ij to a function G& such that L%& = 0 in b. Now 
yf(x, t; 5,O) h,&) e-“a(dso) h(E) --+ y-(x, t; f, 0) e-g~(~so) h(t) 
as m’ -+ co for every f E En and fixed (x, t) E D. Moreover, 
I YF(X, t; I, 0) &d(t) e- ua(d*o) h(6) I < Ky.Jx, t; 6,O) EL’( - co < 6 < + co). 
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Thus, by the Lebesgue-dominated convergence theorem 
r&(x, t) = lim 
s m’-m p 
?/am’Omt e-‘u h de = 
i E” 
ya edgu h dt = w,(x, t) 
for each (x, t) E ij. 
Similarly, consider the sequence 
vmm(x, t) = - t dr 
I s YP(X, t; 5,~) e-g+)f(E, 7) 4 0 
,e, ~ 
m 
for (x, t) E D C Z,“. Here we have Lw,* = - fe-ga and 1 0,” 1 < KT, in 
Z$‘. Since we have assumed f to be locally Holder continuous, we can again 
apply the interior estimates [3]. Thus there exists a subsequence (v’J”> which 
converges uniformly on D to a function 5- such that LaGm = - fe-g=. Finally, 
by two simple applications of the Lebesgue-dominated convergence theorem, 
it follows that Ga = v, on D. This completes the proof of Theorem III. 
Note added in Proof. By making a different choice of g, in the case X = 0 
our results can be sharpened. Specifically, in place of 
we take 
&(X, t) = g-q ia 1% (I x I2 + 1) + II2 
As in Section 2,/3 = /3(a) and T, can be chosen so that @ < 0 for (x, t) E 8,. 
The proofs of Theorems I and II remain unchanged. Moreover, Theorem 
III holds if the class 6’,“(Y) is redefined as follows. A function w(x, t) defined 
on En x [0, Y] is said to belong to class 6’,“(Y) if there exist constants 
CY, K > 0 such that 
pig; I 4x, t) I < K exp[$ log (I x I2 + 1) + 1)7. 
The reader is referred to the authors’ paper “Uniqueness of positive solutions 
of parabolic equations with unbounded coefficients,” Colloquium Mathe- 
maticum (to appear) for further details and similar remarks concerning 
Bodanks’s paper [S]. 
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